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Session Overview

 Introductions
 Role of Liaison Officer 

(LNO)
 Information Gathering
 Tips & Tricks of 

Effective 
Communications

 LNO Exercises
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LNO Tactics

 Gather and disseminate information in “sprints”
 Briefing cadence

 60 minute incident: every 15 minutes
 Because uncertainty and resolution exist so close to each other

 120 minute incident: every 30 minutes
 > 4 hours:  not less than hourly

 As the incident matures, the information hunger is just as strong but 
updates are harder to come by

 Create time boundaries as an exit strategy
 Things to avoid

 Avoid getting caught off guard by a question:  how to recover
 Avoid recycling more than half of your last message

 If you must, use the old message to set the stage for the new message
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LNO Tactics
 Pre-determined ‘talking points’

 Process or Solution?
 Be specific and accurate
 Use precise numbers when known
 Speak in bullet point format
 Don’t use technical jargon unless certain all will understand
 No good or bad news, just news

 Control of information
 Briefing content and cadence 
 Don’t get pulled into a boxing match
 Always have an exit strategy
 What are you NOT going to say?
 Be interesting and engaging!
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Key Phrases
 It’s unknown... 
 Currently...
 At this moment in time…
 Our working assumption is...
 I understand your concern...
 I’ll check with the Incident Commander and get back to you...
 Based on what we’re seeing at the moment... 
 The signs and symptoms we’re seeing…
 I want to make sure I understand…
 The results of our . . . 
 I’ll need your help with . . 
 As you know . . .
 Is there any other information I can provide . . . 



“What’s Going On?” Question

 Shared Empathy
 Just like you, we want to get as much detailed information as 

possible as quickly as possible
 We are in the investigation/size up phase now
 Can I get back to you in XX minutes with an update?

 If you know solution, say it.
 If you don’t know solution, describe the IMS process

 Time incident was detected/reported
 Bridge opened
 Command established
 # of SMEs assembled
 Investigating & size-up
 Elapsed time into the incident
 Follow up CAN Report timeline
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Looking for Updates?

Issue Detection

Incident 
Commander 

Network Database

DBA #1 DBA #2

APP

Scribe Liaison Officer 
(LNO)

Response Resolution AAR

Dispatch

Incident
Severity / Priority

Assembly Resolution
Process Process
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JIC

Joint Information Center 
A-RepA-RepAgency Representative (A-Rep)

Program
Triggers
Invitees
Presenters/Consumers
Role of JIC (L)
Hours of Operation
LNO’s invited
SOP’s

Process
Roll Call
ROE
Meeting Duration
Presentations
Q/A
Next Meeting
Scribing

 Don’t let the meeting run you!
 Not a decision-making forum
 Ensure OpSec
 Where is the info going?
 Not all JIC activations are the same



Group Exercise #1
Identifying Signs and Symptoms
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An oven explosion in a kitchen at Santa Rita Jail on Tuesday 
injured a sheriff's deputy and 10 inmates who were baking 
something just before lunch. The explosion was reported just 
after 11:30 a.m. in a kitchen at the jail located at 5325 Broder 
Blvd. in Dublin, according to Alameda County fire spokeswoman 
Aisha Knowles. The oven door was about seven feet tall by three 
feet wide and weighed about 200 to 300 pounds. 

"This is a very large oven. The door is taller than I am,” said Sgt. 
J.D. Nelson, a spokesman for the Alameda County Sheriff's 
Department. “For some reason there was some over pressure 
that caused the door to be blown off.” 

One of the inmates was taken to the hospital with critical head 
injuries, officials said.  "Upon arrival, there was quite a bit of 
chaos, a lot of inmates in the kitchen, and there was damage 
consistent with an over pressure in the oven,” said the Alameda 
County Fire Department’s Rob Schnepp. The ovens were in use at 
the time of the explosion.

From story to report…
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Is the oven door 
fundamentally 
different now than 
before the incident?

Is this where the call originated?



Audio Recording Exercise

Mission Objective: access and listen to the assigned recording 
at Blackrock3onlinetraining.com/academy-resources
1. Instructor appoints a Group Leader (GL)
2. All other group members are acting as LNO.
3. Listen to the entire recording and takes notes. Prepare a 

CAN report and IMS briefing
4. Each LNO delivers a briefing to the group. GL leads 

discussion on refining each report.
5. GL leads a discussion to decide which briefing to select for 

the main group when all reconvene in the main Zoom 
room.
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